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Runtime:  1 hr 42 min.
Rated:  PG-13
Genre: Drama, Suspense/

Thriller
Main Cast: Sam Worthing-

ton, Elizabeth Banks, Jamie Bell
Summary:
 Ex-cop Nick Cassidy has es-

caped from prison and is threat-
ening to jump off a ledge. How-
ever it is actually all a distraction 
while his “team” sets out to steal 
the very diamond he was accused 
of stealing in order to prove his 
innocence, in classic “look at my 
right hand while I punch you 
with my left” fashion. 

Review:  
To be honest I went into 

this movie not expecting much. 
What could really be expected of 
a movie whose title reminded me 
of “Snakes on a Plane”? Much 
to my surprise it was actually 
pretty good. It had a few great 
lines here and there to break up 
some of the cliché moments. 
Every now and then it will take 
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School Rumble

Length:  26 episodes
Additional: season 2, manga
Age: 13+
Publisher:  Funimation
Review: 
Girl 1 thinks Guy1 likes 

her, but Guy 1 actually likes 
Girl 2, who likes Guy 2 who 
doesn’t seem interested in any-

Man on a 
Ledge

an unexpected turn. One of my 
favorites was the classic outrun-
the-train-and-escape technique 
that had a more violent end. 
However the gist of the story 
line was given away by the com-
mercials, they didn’t particular 
hold back much of what was 
going on. The summary above, 
which I could have written just 
by watching the commercials, 
is it. Granted there’s a lot of ac-
tion and drama in the detail, but 
I suppose I was expecting more 
unexpected things…so to speak.

One thing that particularly 
bugged me however was Cas-
sidy’s position on the ledge. He 
repeatedly was warped from one 
location to the next from shot 
to shot for no apparent reason. 
It may have just been the angles 
but it still seemed kind of off to 
me. Overall the movie had a few 
slow parts, I mean a good chuck 
was just a guy standing on a ledge 
not really doing anything, but re-
ally picked up at the end, and I 
found myself getting excited over 
what could happen next. Still, it 
wasn’t bad. 7.5/10

School Rumble

one. Classic love story right? 
What’s that you say, they’re all 
idiots? Well that’s not very…
actually that’s pretty much 
it. School Rumble is a great 
anime about a group of idiots 
trying to get with their “true 
love.”

I really like this anime; it’s 
funny, it’s a cute story, there’s 
shenanigans, there’s drama, 
and there’s adorable little 
animals that have nothing to 
do with anything. It’s the clas-

sic high school distorted love 
triangle with hilarious antics 
tossed in. Everything always 
goes wrong for these guys in 
their quest for love that you 
can’t help hoping it will work 
out when deep inside you 
know it won’t and it will be hi-
larious. Crazy things happen, 
and yet it is still able to keep 
up with an actual story line 
which many series like this 
can’t. A great watch, I highly 
recommend it.


